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Management Summary
How well do you really know your customers and the way
their interactions with your organization are changing? Do you
know why these changes are happening and can you adapt
to or maybe prevent them? These are some of the hardest
questions to answer for any leader, as digital communications
are rapidly becoming the standard and customers simply
expect businesses to follow wherever they go. In order to do
so, organizations need to understand their customers better
so they will communicate and engage more effectively.
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This white paper provides an overview of customer journey
mapping and why it is an important tool for businesses that
want to stay ahead of the game. We also offer a view on trends
that will influence customer journey mapping in future, and
finally an extensive checklist that will help your organization
perform its own CJM health check.

To learn more about how Quadient can help
you achieve customer experience excellence,
please visit Quadient.com.
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What is customer journey mapping?
At its core, customer journey mapping is about giving you a better understanding of how your
customers experience an engagement or interaction with your organization. It “maps” all the steps
that a customer takes from the start to the finish of their experience.
The aim is first to understand customers and their current experiences. But it is more than just
an exercise in gaining information or just tracking people. It is also about nurturing and winning
the customers’ business and on-going loyalty by creating and delivering better or different
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experiences. And hopefully doing this at an individual level.

Customer journey maps should have the following characteristics, among many others, to be truly
useful:
•

Lots of accurate detail that has been proven and validated: Maps are only useful when they are
based on legitimate data and insights. And the more detail you have the more useful they become.
From first interactions – such as when a customer visits a website or requests information – all the
way through to purchasing and post-sales support, your maps should capture every step of every
customer journey (because there will be more than one and some customers will engage with you
in multiple ways).

•

Include qualitative and external data too: When you capture data and information, it is
important that you aren’t relying solely on transactional information or data which comes through
IT systems or databases. Listen to and observe your customers carefully, and, if you can access
it, incorporate insights in customers’ interactions and touchpoint with competitors and other
organizations.
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•

Bring all of your efforts into one flexible digital view: Your customer journey maps should
aggregate the results of all of your efforts across web, mobile, in-person, and social marketing
and sales. It is a means to coordinating your efforts.

•

A query-able view of individual journeys in real time, over time: Marketing segments
remain useful, but being able to engage individual customers based on their unique journeys
in real time over their lifecycle of engagement is more powerful. Your customer journey maps
should enable you to visualise each journey (including the lens/personas, touchpoints and
goals, feelings and sentiments, satisfaction, outcomes and insights), compare it against other
customers, and take action when it is needed.

•

Help you pop your bubble of assumptions: A customer journey mapping capability should
assist you in breaking down assumptions you have about customer experience. As such, it
should offer you a means to understanding non-customers and why they use competitors.

•

Deep integration with other systems: Your customer journey maps should not be a
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standalone system. They need to be integrated with other IT systems such as your customer
communications platform and also areas like your CRM. The tools you use should, of course,
be digital and allow you to add any artifacts – such as documents or media – as required.
•

Be shareable and accessible: Customer journey maps are more powerful when all
stakeholders across the organization are able to not just view them, but fully understand their
importance and can act on the insights they offer.

•

Respect privacy and have security-by-design: Your customer journey mapping capability
must respect privacy and be developed with the highest levels of security in mind. The
importance of this should not be underestimated.

•

Be constantly evolving and help you enact strategy for the future: Customer journey maps
should not be static illustrations or diagrams that highlight yesterday’s personas. They need
to evolve and constantly update based on customer experiences and needs. They should give
you a way of planning, testing and implementing any changes in your customer experience
strategy.
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As you can see, and those who have already implemented a customer journey mapping capability
will attest, this is a significant commitment to get right. Not only do you need to put in the work
to have everything in place for an effective customer journey map, but you need to consider the
cultural change this will require within your organization as well.
However, in our view it is worth the investment. In the immensely diverse and quickly changing
business landscape, customer journey mapping will be a critical ingredient for ensuring great
customer experience outcomes. There is little doubt that more customers are using more digital
tools and platforms to research, plan, book, transact and share what they do with organizations
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and their numbers continue to grow.
The number one question is: does your organization have the capability to understand existing
and emerging customer journeys and are you willing to do what it takes to offer customers great
experiences that provide great rewards?
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The customer journey mapping outlook
A key mindset to remember when establishing or enhancing a customer journey mapping
capability is to remember that it is the customer’s entire journey, not the steps in your map that
matters. Regardless of where the customer lives or who they are, they increasingly have the power.
The power to research and discover. The power to choose who they engage with and buy from and
how they do this. And the power to share their experiences with your organization.
In effect, for most industries and increasingly in most places in the region, the balance of power
is with the customer as a result of digital technologies. Designing your customer journey maps,
and the experiences and communications you offer, should therefore be based on what they need
and desire. Not on how your organization is structured or on the products you sell. Delighting your
customers with experiences that meet or exceed what they want to do – not just what you want to
sell – is smart business today and we believe will ultimately prove true in tomorrow’s markets.
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A key mindset to remember when establishing or enhancing a
customer journey mapping capability is to remember that it is the
customer’s entire journey, not the steps in your map that matters.
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Of course, like everything else, customer journey mapping will be impacted by a range of trends in
the coming years. Some of the more important emerging developments we would encourage all
leaders to watch include:
•

Automation, machine learning, and conversational user interfaces: All software providers
are looking to build in greater levels of automation and machine learning to their offerings.
This will happen as well for customer journey mapping providers. Expect to have more
components completely automated and to “improve” and/or “predict” over time. Also expect
greater use of chatbots or virtual agents to complement and help your employees while also
engaging customers.

•

More fine-grained detail of the customer and privacy pickles: Most organisations already
capture a lot of data about their customers. We expect them to continue to capture additional,
more fine-grained information. However, at the same time, privacy regulations (such as those
coming out of the EU) will create challenges.

•

Emerging tech and business models: We’ve already seen how the rise of the sharing
economy, mobile tech, and social platforms have changed market dynamics and expectations.
There is now a general acceptance that it is okay to try new approaches and innovate. We
expect different customer journeys and experiences to emerge as different players and tech
enter the market or go mainstream.
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The Customer Journey Map Checklist
The following is a short checklist of questions that every executive should be able to ask and
answer for their own organization. It isn’t meant to cover absolutely everything, but should be used
as a starting point for those just entering the world of customer journey mapping, or as a health
check by those with some experience.



1.



2.



3.

Have you tested your existing

How up to date are your current

What steps are you taking to

assumptions about what you

customer journey maps? Do they

get information and insights on

(and your employees) think your

offer you a view of every channel

actions your customers take that

customers experience interacting

your customers use?

aren’t in one of your own channels

with your organisation versus

such as doing research online or

what they actually experience?

going to events?



4.



5.



6.

What is the journey your

What steps in the customer

Which steps are viewed as a

customers want to take and

journeys you offer are most

roadblock for your customers

how is this different from the

valuable to your organisation?

and could be removed or, at least,

journeys you offer them?



7.

lowered with some work?



8.



9.

Can you monitor and take

How can you get a better

Are your journeys differentiated

action – such as sending

understanding of the journeys

from competitors in a good way

emails or messages with new

people take with your competitors

according to customers?

offers – on individual customer

or other organisations? Are you

journeys in real time?

at risk of viewing your customer
journey maps in a bubble?
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10.



11.



12.

Do you have mechanisms in place

What steps are you taking to

Do your own employees

to quickly change journeys should

help customers understand their

understand how customers

problems arise or do the maps

own journeys and to make their

engage your organisation? Do

just track what people do?

experience easier?

they get the how, when and why
and what they can do proactively?



13.



14.



15.

Have you established the

How are you prioritising customer

How could you use customer

difference between a marketing

experience initiatives and

journey mapping to collaborate

segment and a CX persona?

balancing the business effort

more efficiently and break siloes?

against improvements?



16.



17.

Do you have a long-term

What are the barriers you

commitment to an agile and

have to conducting internal

iterative customer journey

changes in order to improve

mapping capability?

customer service?
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If you are interested in learning more about our approach to customer experience,
as well as our products or solutions, please visit our website www.quadient.com or
contact us on one of the channels below.
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hong
Kong, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Poland, Singapore, South
Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, United Kingdom, United States.
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